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GNSS-based attitude determination
Determination of attitude (i.e. pitch, roll, heading) of vehicle or platform with respect to local level (East-North-Up) frame by means of a multiantenna GNSS setup fixed to body of vehicle This presentation focused on:
• Instantaneous (single epoch) attitude determination based on singlefrequency GPS carrier phase and code (pseudorange) measurements, requiring instantaneous ambiguity resolution
• Three-antenna attitude configuration connected to common oscillator
• Inclusion of geometric constraints (baseline lengths and/or angle between baselines) as to aid ambiguity resolution • GNSS model:
• Float solution:
• Integer solution: ,
• Fixed solution:
if :
GNSS ambiguity resolution
where Ambiguity Dilution Of Precision Positioning ADOP vs.
attitude ADOP without constraints
Reparameterization of 6 position coordinates into 6 attitude parameters does not affect ADOP:
Attitude determination:
• 2(m-1) DD ambiguities • pitch, roll, heading: 2 baseline lengths: 1 baseline angle:
Positioning:
• 2(m-1) DD ambiguities • East, North, Up:
• Baseline length constraints:
• ADOP in presence of length constraints:
with and float and fixed variance matrices of the baseline lengths in absence of constraints:
(linearize and apply variance propagation law to position vector Attitude ADOP with constraints (1)
• Baseline angle constraint:
• ADOP in presence of length and angle constraints: Positioning:
• m-1 DD ambiguities
• East, North, Up:
• Baseline length constraint:
• ADOP in presence of constraint:
with and float and fixed variances of the baseline length in absence of constraint:
(linearize and apply variance propagation law: with position vector Dual-antenna ADOP with constraint )
